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Photoluminescence lifetime of nanocrystalline ZnS:Mn21
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It is beyond common understanding that the photoluminescence lifetime of the transition4T1→6A1 of Mn21

doped in ZnS decreases dramatically by five orders of magnitude from bulk to nanocrystal since the magnetic
interactions which usually make the spin-forbidden transition allowed cannot be so strong. In this paper, we
present a possible mechanism involving the exchange Coulomb interaction between thed electrons of Mn21

and the electrons of the host. Assuming that the spin of the ground state of the host is not zero, and that the
exchange Coulomb interaction causes mixing between the excited4T1 state of Mn21 and a certain excited state
of the host whose energy is slightly higher than that of the4T1 state of Mn21, we demonstrate that the
spin-forbidden transition could be almost allowed. Moreover, the mixing degree increases as the particle size
of the nanocrystal decreases. A numerical estimation about this mechanism agrees with the experimental
results of optical and magnetical properties.@S0163-1829~98!02544-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The luminescent properties of nanosized materials h
attracted considerable interest in recent years. Semicondu
nanocrystals have an increased energy band gap and a
shifted spectrum, which result from quantum confineme1

Nanosized materials doped with transition metals or ra
earth elements have increased quenching concentration
the resonant energy transfer among the luminescent ce
is blocked by the boundary of nanosized particles.2

The most significant and puzzling finding thus far is th
the photoluminescence~PL! lifetime of nanocrystalline
ZnS:Mn21 is at least five orders of magnitude shorter th
that of the bulk crystal while still yielding a considerab
high external luminescent quantum efficiency~see Table I or
Ref. 3 for details!. Recent experiments done by Sooklalet al.
likely indicate that decreased particle size results in a
creased lifetime for aqueous colloidal ZnS:Mn21.4 Similar
phenomenon were also observed in our recent experimen
nanocrystalline thin-film ZnSiO4:Mn21, the decay time of
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~20!/13585~5!/$15.00
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which drops from several ms to several tens of ns. All the
findings verify that there exists an obviously unusual f
transition component in the luminescent decay of this kind
transition-metal-doped nanocrystals. To seek explanatio
this phenomenon, a suggestion was proposed that quan
confinement could cause strong mixing of thesp electrons of
the host ZnS and dopant Mn21 with the d electrons of dop-
ant, and that this mixing could change the spin-forbidd
transition to an allowed one.3 However, the unusual mecha
nism of how the spin-forbidden transition could be allow
in such degree is still not clear, since it is well known th
the spin-orbit interaction or the magnetic dipole interacti
with radiative field, which includes the spin ofd electron of
Mn21, cannot be so strong as to change the spin-forbid
transition to an allowed one. In this paper, we will show
mechanism to solve the ‘‘relaxation of the forbiddennes
puzzle. Firstly, we analyze the origin of the puzzle from t
standpoint of crystal-field theory. We then present a mo
including the exchange interaction between the orbits
Mn21 and ZnS and give a numerical estimation of t
model. Finally, we give further experimental supports.
13 585 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. PL properties of nanocrystalline and bulk ZnS:Mn21.

Sample Nanocrystalline ZnS:Mn21 Bulk ZnS:Mn21

Eg 4.2 eV 3.66 eV
Excitation peak 265 nm~4.68 eV! 332 nm~3.73 eV!
Full width at half maximum~FWHM! of excitation peak 2 eV 0.5 eV
Emission peak 590 nm~2.10 eV! 584 nm~2.12 eV!
FWHM of emission peak 0.33 eV 0.23 eV
Lifetime 20.5 ns, 3.7 ns 1.8 ms
Quantum efficiency 18% unknown
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II. ORIGIN OF THE PUZZLE

Let us first analyze the luminescence mechanism of c
talline ZnS:Mn21. The energy-level structure and lumine
cent transition of Mn21 doped in ZnS can be described by
crystal-field Hamiltonian underTd symmetry, i.e.,

H5H01Heven
c 1Hodd

c 1Hsl , ~1!

where H0 , Heven
c , Hodd

c , and Hsl are quasifree ion, even
crystal field, odd crystal field and spin-orbit interactio
Hamiltonian, respectively. The energy-level structure
Mn21 is mainly determined byH01Heven

c . Hodd
c and Hsl

result in states of mixed parity and spin, respectively. Un
Td symmetry, the luminescent transition of4T1→6A1 of
Mn21 is spin-forbidden while the weak interactionHsl
makes the transition slightly allowed. The forbiddenne
caused by the parity selection rule is largely relaxed due
the parity mixing caused by the strong interactionHodd

c under
Td symmetry. The oscillator strength of the electric dipo
transition4T1→6A1 is estimated as follows~magnetic dipole
transition is too weak to be considered!:

Pe5Pe
0U ^Hodd

c &

D~n8l 8!
U2U ^Hsl&

E~4T1!2E~6A1!
U2

, ~2!

wherePe
0 is the oscillator strength of allowed electric dipo

transition, whose order of magnitude is 1. As for visib
light, the corresponding luminescence lifetime is about 1
^Hodd

c & is the matrix element ofHodd
c betweend5-electron

states@such as (3d)5 6A1] and excited states with opposit
parity ~such as (3d)4(4p)6A1). Under Td symmetry,
^Hodd

c &'104 cm21, which has the same order of magnitu
as ^Heven

c &, since the system has no inversion symmet
D(n8l 8) is the energy difference between thed5 states and
the excited states with opposite parity mentioned abo
whose value is about 53104–105cm21; ^Hsl& is the matrix
element ofHsl between6A1 and 4T1 states, with the order o
magnitude of 102 cm21; E(4T1)2E(6A1)'1.73104 cm21.
Thus, we have the estimationPe;1026, which corresponds
to a luminescence lifetime of ms order of magnitude~Table
I!. Therefore, the small decay rate~radiative and nonradi-
ative! of the 4T1→6A1 transition is mainly becauseHsl
is too weak. From the viewpoint of cubic crystal-fie
picture, the domain parts of6A1 and 4T1 states are
u(e↑)2(t2↑)3 6A1Msa1& and u(e↑)2(e↓)1(t2↑)2 4T1Msg&,
respectively, so the transition between the two states
essentially a spin-forbidden one-electron transitionue↓&
→ut2↑&.
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Now let us compare the structural properties of bulk cr
tal and nanocrystalline ZnS:Mn21. In both kinds of
ZnS:Mn21, Mn21 substitutes for Zn21 and hasTd site sym-
metry; Mn21 has a stronger interaction with host than Zn21,
since the radius of Mn21 (0.80 Å) is larger than that of
Zn21 (0.74 Å). Extended x-ray absorption fine structu
experiments show that the distance between Mn21 and its
S22 ligands of nanocrystallite contracts only 1–3 % com
pared to that of a bulk one, while the bond angles have
distinct change.5 A nanosized particle of 2–3 nm has on
100–300 primitive cells, about half of which distribute ne
its surface. Under a simple hypothesis that the probability
Mn21 occupying each primitive cell is equal, there are
least half of the Mn21 ions whose S22 ligands are located on
the surface. The local environment and the electronic str
ture of this kind of Mn21 will be obviously different from
those of the bulk ones. It is also possible that there are
fects in nanocrystalline particles, as is in bulk crystal, wh
will have effect on the luminescent properties of nanocr
talline ZnS:Mn21.

We will meet difficulties if we try ascribing the fast deca
of Mn21 in nanocrystal to the change of environment on
Assuming that the host remains ‘‘static’’ during the tran
tion process, the change of environment of Mn21 only af-
fects the symmetry of crystal field and crystal-field para
eters while there is no notable effect onHsl . Thus, only the
energy-level positions are affected but the transition rema
spin forbidden. Therefore, we cannot explain the signific
change of luminescence lifetime observed in experime
However, the difficulty here is a hint that separating Mn21

ions from the host is not a proper model.

III. THE EXCHANGE INTERACTION MODEL

The fast decay of luminescence of nanocrystall
ZnS:Mn21, no matter by radiative transition or nonradiativ
relaxation, needs a complete relaxation of the forbiddenn
caused by the spin selection rule. As has been stated abo
is impossible to relax this forbiddenness by the weak m
netic interactions including thed-electron spin operator o
Mn21, such as spin-orbit interaction, so this relaxation m
involve some kind of strong electric interaction. Since ele
tric interactions do not change the total spin of Mn21 ion, we
need to consider Mn21 and host ZnS as a coupled syste
and assume that the spin orientation of the host could
changed during the luminescent transition. Since there is
remarkable change of the emission peak position for na
crystalline ZnS:Mn21, as compared to the bulk crystal, it
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natural to assume that there is no significant change of
ergy of the host when its spin orientation changes during
radiative transition. It is impossible for a perfect ZnS crys
~doped with Mn21 as equal-electron impurity! to change its
spin orientation without changing its energy, since its grou
state has zero-spin. However, it is possible for nanocrys
line ZnS:Mn21 to have nonzero-spin ground state, who
energy is not much concerned with its spin orientation, c
sidering the fact that surface, boundary, and defects suc
dangling bonds exist in nanosize particles. The station
states of a Mn21-ZnS system are mixtures of products of t
host states andd5 crystal-field state of Mn21. The total spin
Sof Mn21-ZnS states must be the same when they are m
~via exchange Coulomb interaction, etc.! to form stationary
states andS remains unchanged during the electric dipo
transition between these stationary states, while the spi
the crystal-field states of Mn21 is allowed to change.

Here we give a qualitative demonstration. For simplici
we only consider two states of Mn21: 6A1(Ms) and
4T1(Ms). The latter can be thought of as a stateu 3

2 MsT1g&.
Hereg, denoting a suitable combination of the compone
of the three-folded degenerated orbit stateT1 , is omitted for
simplicity. A host state of nanocrystal is described by
single-electron statec(ms), which has spins51/2 andms
561/2. The other part of the host state is a backgrou
whose spin is zero and not concerned with the transi
process. The valence and conduction band of nanocrysta
ZnS with particle size of about 2–3 nm is constructed
discrete levels with large energy intervals in between. T
single-electron states of host are considered in our dis
sion: cv(ms) and c f(ms). The former can be thought as
spin-unpaired bond electronic state on top of the vale
band. The latter can be considered as an excited state o
host resulting from an electron occupyingcv(ms) moving to
a certain local state around Mn21, for example, a deep defec
energy state.

A state of the Mn21-ZnS system is an eigenstate of tot
spin, so the stationary ground state can be written as

uGSSz&5 (
Msms

6A1~Ms!cv~ms!^
5
2 Ms

1
2 msuSSz&, ~3!

whereS could be 2 or 3, corresponding to a stationary st
in which the spins of the host and Mn21 are antiparallel (f1
for simplicity! @Fig. 1~a!# or parallel. The two states with
different S will have a very small energy difference:

EG~S53!2EG~S52!

52
6

5(g
E cg* ~1!cv* ~2!S e2

r 12
Dcg~2!cv~1!d3r 1d3r 2

'2
6

5N(
g
Ecg* ~1!Wv* ~2!S e2

r 12
Dcg~2!Wv~1!d3r 1d3r 2

52
6

5N
J00, ~4!

whereg is the notation of thed-electron state of Mn21, Wv
is the Wannier function of valence band, andN is the number
of primitive cells in a certain nanocrystal. For a typical pa
ticle with the size of 3 nm,N'300. The second step of th
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derivation of Eq.~4! takes the localization of thed-electron
of Mn21 and Wannier function into account.

The exchange integralJ00 for ZnS is unavailable. Com-
paring with the analogous values for CdxMn12xSe and
HgxMn12xSe,6 we estimate it to be about 1 eV. Thus, we g
the splitting of the ground statesuEG(S53)2EG(S52)u
'1023– 1022 eV.

When Mn21 is at the excited state4T1 and the host is at
the ground state, the system state can be written as:

uMSSz&5 (
Msms

4T1~Ms!cv~ms!^
3
2 Ms

1
2 msuSSz&, ~5!

where S could be 1 or 2 (f2 for simplicity! @Fig. 1~b!#.
Analogous tof1 , there is also a splitting of 1023–1022 eV
between the two states with differentS.

Although the total spins off1 and f2 are the same, the
matrix elements of the electric dipole transition betwe
them remain zero because the two states6A1 and 4T1 of
Mn21 have different spins, i.e., the direct transition betwe
the two states is still spin forbidden.

Consider a third stateuf3& in which the host is at the stat
c f(ms) and Mn21 is at the ground state:

uHSSz&5 (
Msms

6A1~Ms!c f~ms!^
5
2 Ms

1
2 msuSSz&, ~6!

whereS could be 2 or 3. TheS52 case (f3 for simplicity!
is shown on Fig. 1~c!.

Since f2 and f3 have the same total spin, there is
nonzero exchange Coulomb interaction matrix elementQexc
between them.Qexc is not concerned with the actual value
Sz and can be a real value if the normalization factors off2
andf3 are properly chosen:

Qexc5^f3uHcouluf2&. ~7!

Qexc is the same order of magnitude as

J5E c f* ~12!c t2
* ~21!S e2

r 12
Dcv~21!ce~12!d3r 1d3r 2 ,

~8!

where (6) denotesms561/2. Sincec f is localized around
Mn21, the overlap ofc f andce is significant. There is also

FIG. 1. Three representative states withS52 of nanocrystalline
ZnS:Mn21, ~a! f1 , ~b! f2 , ~c! f3 .
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a considerable overlap betweencv andc t2
in nanosized par-

ticles. ThereforeJ is not zero and of great importance. F
simplicity, we only consider the mixing off2 and f3 and
get the following equation:

S E2 Qexc

Qexc E3
D S a

bD 5ES a

bD . ~9!

It is easy to get the eigenvalue

E65
~E21E3!6A~E32E2!214Qexc

2

2
, ~10!

and the corresponding stationary excited statesF1 , F2 .
The stationary excited state with lower energy is

uF1&5cosuf21sinuf3 ,
~11!

tanu5
~E32E2!2A~E32E2!214Qexc

2

2Qexc
.

The matrix element of electric dipole transition betwe
uF1& and uf1& is

K F1U( rW iUf1L 5sinu^c f urWucv&, ~12!

where^c f urWucv&5^c f(ms)urWucv(ms)& and is independent on
ms . It is evident now that the luminescent transition4T1
→6A1 of nanocrystalline ZnS:Mn21 borrows in fact the ma-
trix element ^c f urWucv& of the spin-allowed electric dipole
transition between single-electron states of the host, so
get the radiative decay time

t rad5t0 /sin2u, ~13!

wheret0 is the radiative lifetime of the allowed electric d
pole transition, the magnitude of which is about 1 ns. If t
mixing caused by exchange Coulomb interaction gives s2u
to be several percent,t rad will be several tens of ns, which i
comparable with the experimental decay time~including the
contributions from both radiative and nonradiative relaxat
process! t1520.5 ns andt253.7 ns.

Here we give an estimation on the mixing rate. The e
change Coulomb interaction is a short-ranged interaction
the exchange integralJ is roughly proportional to the prob
ability of the electron in the statecv moving about the lumi-
nescent Mn21 ion. Assuming this probability equal in eac
primitive cell, and noting that defect statec f is agglomerated
around Mn21, we haveQexc;J0 /AN, whereJ0 is obtained
from J in Eq. ~8! by replacingcv(21) by Wannier function
Wv(21) of the valence band. Usually,J0 has the same orde
of magnitude asJ00 in Eq. ~4!,7 i.e., J0;1 eV. Since both
c f andWv are localized around Mn21, we can expand them
in sp orbits of Mn21 and the nearest ligands S22. Thus,J0 is
a proper-weighted summation of exchange integrals invo
ing sp orbits of Mn21 and S22 andd orbits of Mn21. These
integrals can be calculated by DV-Xa program ~a discrete
variational calculation based on local-density functionalXa
approximation8!. Some of the absolute value of these in
grals can be as large as several electron volts. Thus, we
timateJ0;1 eV. Therefore, for a particle with the size of
e

n

-
so

-

-
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nm, Qexc'0.1 eV. Note thatE252.1 eV and usually the
deep defect energy levelE3 is about 1 eV below the bottom
of conduction band, we getE32E2'0.5 eV. Therefore,
sin2u is several percent, as has been estimated above. F
the above discussion, we can see that the observed fast d
time of Mn21 needs restrictions on the energy band struct
of the semiconductor host. The energy shift due to excha
interactionJ, i.e., DE252Qexc

2 /(E32E2), combining with
the shifts ofE1 andE2 in the order of magnitude ofJ00/N,
is approximately to be21022 eV, which is comparable
with the 0.02 eV redshift of emission peak observed
experiment.3

IV. EXPLANATION OF OTHER EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

As has been demonstrated above, the lowest states o
Mn21-ZnS system is composed of two near-degenera
states withS52 and 3. There is considerable electron pop
lation on both states even at several tens of Kelvin. T
feature will affect the electron paramagnetic resona
~EPR! spectra of nanocrystlline ZnS:Mn21. However, the
crystal-field splitting~fine structure!, which can be used to
determine the total spin of the system, was not observe
experiment due to the random orientation of nanocrystal
particles in the sample.9 In the EPR experiment, two sets o
hyperfine splitting structures were observed in theQ band,
which was ascribed to two kinds of Mn21 sites: one inside of
the nanocrystal and the other near the surface. However,
different values of the hyperfine splitting parameterA, one is
1.4 times of the other, were used in the explanation of
EPR spectra. It is suspectable thatA varies so much in the
same sample. Besides, the value of the fine splitting par
eterD used to explain one set of the hyperfine splitting sp
trum is very large. This implies that the crystal-field para
eter B2

0;1000 cm21,10 which should be zero underTd

symmetry. Thus, a great shift of the emission peak~above
0.1 eV! should be observed, which was actually not observ
in the PL spectrum. In our model, the hyperfine splitting c
be described by

H5gbH•S1AS8•I5gbH•S1Aeff~S!S•I , ~14!

whereS52 or 3 is the quantum number of the total spinS of
the Mn21-ZnS system,S8 is the spin of Mn21 and

Aeff5
^S8 1

2 SiS8iS1
2 S&

^S1
2 SiSiS8 1

2 S&
A5S 1

2
1

4

S~S11! DA. ~15!

Therefore,Aeff(2)/Aeff(3)51.4, which is exactly the ratio o
the two values of parameterA got from EPR experiment.9

Note that apart from the fast transition excitation statec1 ,
there are some other excitation states, e
uM1Sz&, uH3Sz&, and F2 . uM1Sz& has almost the sam
energy level asF1 , while the transition from this state to th
ground state is almost spin-forbidden~the forbiddenness
could be partly relaxed by magnetic interaction!. The energy
on uM1Sz& could also be transfered toF1 ~a spin-forbidden
process! and then to the ground state. Since the two wa
from uM1Sz& to the ground state are both almost sp
forbidden, a slow decay component should be accompa
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with the fast decay component already observed in nanoc
talline ZnS:Mn21. The energy ofF2 is a little higher than
F1 . Thus, a direct transition from this state to the grou
state could not be observed since the energy could be e
transfered toF1 with assistance of phonons. The energy
uH3Sz& is 1 eV higher than that ofF1 or F2 . The direct
transition fromuH3Sz& to the ground stateuG3Sz& is spin-
allowed. If energy is pumped to this state, blue~or green!
emission should be observed. This is verified by the exp
ment done by Sooklalet al.4

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we give a discussion on how the lumin
cence lifetime of ZnS:Mn21 is shortened by five orders o
magnitude from bulk to nanocrystal. It is assumed that
nanocrystalline ZnS:Mn21, the ground state of ZnS has no
s

s

t

s-

ily
f
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-

n

zero spin, and that the exchange Coulomb interaction cau
significant mixing between the4T1 state of Mn21 and an
excited state of ZnS. This mixing grows stronger as the p
ticle size decreases. Therefore, the4T1→6A1 transition of
Mn21 could be spin allowed in particles with 2–3 nm scal
This causes the increment of probability of both electric
pole radiative transition and electric dipole nonradiative tra
sition, which result in the fast decay of nanocrystallin
ZnS:Mn21. This mechanism also agrees with the results
EPR experiment and other luminscent properties of na
sized ZnS:Mn21.
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